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KEELTY REPORT — BUSHFIRE-PRONE AREAS 

8052. Mr P.C. Tinley to the Minister for Planning 

I refer to the Keelty Report and its recommendation that the State Government transfer responsibility for 
declaring bushfire prone areas from local government to the Western Australian Planning Commission (WAPC), 
and ask: 
(a) what action has the WAPC taken to respond to this and other recommendations in the report; and 

(b) what attempt has the Minister made to ensure fire risk areas are integrated into Town Planning Schemes 
to enable compliance with AS3959-2009 and, if none, why has the Minister failed to take action and 
when will he do so? 

Mr J.H.D. DAY replied: 

(a)  Recommendation 3 of the Keelty Report is that “the State government transfer responsibility for 
declaring bushfire prone areas from local government to the Western Australian Planning Commission 
(WAPC). The WAPC should urgently assess those areas that should be declared bushfire prone”. It is 
not within the power of the WAPC to implement this recommendation, as this action requires 
amendment of legislation.  
Active attention is being given to implementing the recommendations of the Keelty report in a 
coordinated way. The Department of Planning, which serves and advises the WAPC, is represented on 
the Department of Premier and Cabinet Bushfire Risk Identification and Mitigation Project Team, 
which informs the Joint Mitigation Working Group tasked to address the Keelty Report 
recommendations relevant to the planning portfolio. 

(b)  AS3959-2009 relates to building standards in bush fire prone areas. Compliance of new development 
with the standard can be achieved by a number of means, including reference in a local planning 
scheme. The WAPC’s Planning for Bushfire Protection Guidelines (Ed 2) (the guidelines), which 
include reference to the standard, are a current planning consideration and should be given due regard 
by planning authorities in their decision-making, including those concerning local planning schemes, as 
well as other matters. 

The guidelines and the WAPC policy position on land use planning and bushfire protection will be 
further strengthened through a forthcoming review of the WAPC’s State Planning Policy No. 3.4: 
Natural Hazards and Disasters. . 
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